One of the indicators that reflects the city's development is the rapid growth of high-rise buildings. The high price and limited available land c o u p l e d w i t h t h e g r o w t h a n d increasingly diverse of human needs b e c o m e t h e trigger.
INTRODUCTION

High-Rise Buildings Phenomenon in the Context of Urban
Currently, the presence of high-rise buildings is a product of the needs, coupled with the rapid growth of urban development r e l a t i n g t o commercial and residential spaces. (Schueller, 1977) . was an architect who combined technology and art framework of classical buildings (Schueller, 1977) . This era was also marked by the use of (Figure 7) . 
The Function Of The Building
Envelope.
There are five basic functions of the Table 1 ).
In the building envelope applications, there are two most important functions which are clearly shown, namely: to control the temperature and humidity (Stephens, 2013) . Both will determine:
(1) the air circulation;
(2) the impact of can be applied to the high-rise buildings discussions. Vol. 02, No. 1, February 2017 : 39-52 The Study Of The High-Rise Buildings Face
[47] DISCUSSIONS Berke's (1997) stated that architecture can be understood as a manifestation of daily life by the recipient. The local "inner beauty" can express regional characteristic naturally that contain behind the essence of local character.
Locality As A Basic Knowledge Of
Architectural Aspects
Locality, as mentioned by Lewis Mumford (in Tzonis and Lefaivre, 1990) is as follows: 1) it related to history that completed by understanding the spirit of the age, but did not merely transferring it into the current context; 2) it related to a place that has a different subjective 
Locality Can Be Created And
Presented.
In fact, the concept of uniqueness can be created and set for the high-rise
buildings. Fremantle in this study was adopted as a model. As the city, figure 14) . Vol. 02, No. 1, February 2017 : 39-52 The Study Of The High-Rise Buildings Face
[49] 
The Power Of Place In The
Context Of Physical Aspect
The power of place in architecture is constructed by taking social, political, cultural, economic and environmental factors into account (Burden, 2001;  Oxford Dictionary of English). A place can have a power if the placement of the building, site and its position, natural environment and inhabitants are well integrated and mutually benefited (Burden, 2001) . A locality which based on the power of a place, will have a "power" if the architecture "fit in" with t h e urban plan. It should take locality and space experiences into consideration as a totality, as Burden (2001) stated that All architecture must fit into, respond to, and mediate its surroundings. Figure 15 . If it is viewed from the context of different location: left is in the center of the city, right is in the context of sea, but both apartments are similar.
Based on Figure 15 , it can be concluded that the presence of a location context tends to consider more on market, economics, and demand aspects which are powerful so that the locality aspect does not have "a chance" to be presented.
The Concept of Sustainability
There are basic principles that should be applied in sustainable design (Hui, 2002; Fischer, 1992) . 
